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Jewish Journey through the lense of Purpose

Shana Tovah! My name is Talia, I’m a senior at Berkeley High School and have gone to

Beth El for the entirety of my life. I am so honored to be able to speak with you all today about

my Jewish journey. For every significant event and incredible friendship that has shaped me into

the person I am today, I have Judaism to thank. Beginning at Beth El Nursery school, and

continuing at Kadima and Camp Kee Tov, my Jewish identity has been at the core of what

makes me, ME. Being Jewish means I am connected to the people and generations that have

come before and after me, and although I am only seventeen, I feel responsibility to connect

with those younger than me and help them experience the incredible childhood I was privileged

to have. Working at Camp Kee Tov has not only allowed me to work to be a positive influence in

these kids' lives, but has created the most meaningful moments and relationships that go

beyond what I experience anywhere else. My best friends in the entire world have been made at

this camp, and no matter how far away they go to college, or how rarely we see each other, I

know these people will always feel like home.

Being Jewish also means challenging the status quo, and being willing to be

revolutionary, in whatever way makes sense to you. Time and time again in history Jews have

stood up for our beliefs and haven’t backed down in the face of injustice, and I attempt to

embody that in small ways everyday I can. In my freshman year of high school, I was shy,

intimidated, and hadn’t come out of my shell. In my sophomore year when the pandemic began,

I joined the Tikkun Olam Leadership Team at Beth El. If you don’t know what it is already, the

TOLT does incredible social justice work like the Tiny House Project and has continued to do

amazing work addressing pivotal issues in our community throughout covid. This team inspired

me to dive deeper into myself and I realized how passionate I was about making change. I went

from being scared of speaking up about politics, to interning for a candidate for Senate in the

2020 election and becoming my class president. Political action is now a huge part of my

identity, and one of the key reasons I get up in the morning and have hope for our future

generations to be better than the last. Learning and growing about tikkun olam and justice



through the lense of Judaism has given me a purpose, and has opened up opportunities and

possibilities I never would have thought of.

This Kehila Kedosha, or sacred community, has connected me to my most important

ethical values today. One of my favorite camp songs that I’m sure many of you have heard

before is “b'tzelem elohim”, meaning created in the image of God. Regardless of whether or not

you believe in god, my interpretation of this statement has led me through life and clarified my

most crucial beliefs. Each and every person has infinite worth, regardless of their identity, and

so we must see the humanity in every person we encounter. This may seem simple, but it is

easy to overlook. When I was a kid at Kadima we made tzedakah boxes, which were designed

so we could save part of our money and give to people less fortunate than us. Many of my

friends and I from Kadima have continued this tradition in a different way, by participating in

mutual aid. Mutual aid funds are like charity, but they go directly to people in financial need. This

was especially impactful during the many natural disasters that occured over 2020 and at the

beginning of the pandemic when it was difficult for many people to keep their jobs. Despite the

individual circumstances that lead them to this point, these people are worthy of support and

humanity, and tzedakah embodies that.

I’m so grateful for this community and this space for teaching me and allowing me to

continue to learn. ’shanah tovah and thank you!


